Old Piss

Traditional fife tune
Arr. by Mary Alice Bernal*

Key: D Maj.
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Brought to our Monday-night jam by Larry Joba. Mary Alice Bernal writes: "As learned by ear from Alan O’Bryant. American reel [or march], southwestern Pennsylvania. D Major. Standard tuning. AABB. According to Andrew Kuntz’s great website, The Fiddler’s Companion, www.ibiblio.org/fiddlers/index.html [note: this site is moving to www.tunearch.org], Samuel Bayard (Hill Country Tunes), 'stated that Old Piss was one of the best-known tunes among southwest Pennsylvania fifers.’ Source for [Bernal’s] notated version: Alan O’Bryant (mandolin and banjo player based in Nashville, TN) from playing at local OT jam sessions."